Formation methods of hybrid urban spaces in the historic city center
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Abstract. Russian urban planning practice is experiencing an era of global changes. The appearance of architectural and landscape objects with different types of organization of public spaces in Moscow makes it possible to talk about the transition from standard city planning to objects that have no boundaries between nature, architecture and human environment. Functionally renewed Gorky Park with Crimean Quay and Zaryadye Park represent a new type of public space where nature and technology, education and entertainment, history and modernity are combined and complement each other. New objects have a positive effect on environmental changes using the latest construction technologies, offer citizens a variety of activities and have a powerful scientific resource in working on city aesthetics and ecology. Scientists describe such town-planning objects, as “hybrid spaces”. Hybridization of urban areas encompasses different urban planning levels: from integration of architectural landscape object with border elimination by nature in the historic city center (Zaryadye Park) to formation of the newest linear park with different types of public in the contour of the water area (Gorky Park and Crimean Quay). Due to the high interest of professionals in the new city objects, hybrid spaces deserve to be thoroughly studied, as they influence not only quality of urban environment in the use of landscape architecture tools and technologies, but also issues of managing urbanization and climate change in the near future.

1 Introduction

Issues of architecture hybridization and landscape are not studied in Russia. In scientific literature issues of preservation of natural components and sites of the nature in structure of urban areas [4, 16] on the principles of sustainability [5], city regeneration [1], renovation of residential quarters in a contour of water areas [2] are discussed with different types of social activity [3]. The questions of territories sustainable development are considered from a position of landscaping and reconstruction of different types of city spaces [8, 9] on the principles of sustainable urbanism [7]. Therefore, search of new model of development of the cities where the typology of a landscape and nature components are means not only identities, but also flexibility of the environment in the new town-planning idea [9, 10, 11] is necessary. It is necessary to add to it that the increasing risks on the planet from floods,
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hurricanes, the fires and droughts force experts not only to adapt to these changes and to learn to control them, but also to seize new technologies and approaches in design [6, 17, 18]. The presented arguments help us to look at a new way of hybridization processes between building and Environment using the new green technologies for sustainable territories development nowadays and for the benefit of future generations. Therefore, the subject of this article is of interest for a wide range of professionals.

2 Methods

The purpose of this work is comprehensive study of examples from the world design practice of multipurpose hybrid architectural and landscape objects and the definition of their typological characteristics. Research problems include the judgment of the theory of space hybridization between the building and Environment in comparison with the Zaryadye park and the historic center of the city. The last one has many typological properties of new hybrid space and is a striking example for forecasting and development of hybrid models in the Russian cities.

The analysis of modern world practice of multipurpose hybrid architectural and landscape projects allows to draw the first conclusions of integration methods of components of the nature and new technologies in changing of facades and roofs construction, extra architectural space in its environment. Therefore, in the future such objects will be of interest to town-planners, architects, landscape architects, ecologists and climatologists. During creation of new strategies of development for urban territories the natural and social environment in the conditions of post-industrial reality and the progressing urbanization is that component of spatial development of the cities which needs to be adapted and filled carefully at the different town-planning levels [7].

In this regard multipurpose hybrid architectural and landscape objects are of such interest to experts in terms of design decisions, social and cultural programming and communications on a vertical and a horizontal of architecture with the nature and a landscape [18]. Modern examples of similar approach are the Fukuoka Prefectural International Hall projects (Japan) [11], Stadthaus M1 is false-frameworks (Freiburg, Germany) [17], Bosco Verticale (Milan, Italy) [12], the central Bicentenario Park (Bogota), Hortus-Urbanism (China), Alcázar de Toledo (Mexico City) and a lot of others.

They show us the new types of multipurpose hybrid architectural and landscape objects where the planning element has the function, technology of the nature components integration in front space of the building, planning depending on placement and function in city fabric, the social scenario for different age groups. Functional filling includes recreational, sports and communicative components in the structure of a complex territory.

Such objects render the strongest esthetic, ecological and economic influence on adjacent territories, change ratios between the nature and architecture, technologies of construction and city structures, promote to increase an economic territories profitability in a surrounding of a hybrid object. The examples given above became a basis for comprehensive study and adaptation to the Russian town-planning practice, gained new development in the strategy of formation of different types of the hybrid urbanized spaces in Russia. First of all, Zaryadye park having signs of hybridization of space in the historic center of the city concerns them.

As a first approximation all implemented projects with hybrid properties can be divided into six main groups depending on a way of integration of natural components into their structure: as a part of architecture, frameworks on facades and in an internal contour of the building, the building – the forest, the Green Bridge as the shelter of an engineering and transport object, landscape as connecting fabric between hybrid objects (table 1) [14-15].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№</th>
<th>Integration Types</th>
<th>Schemes</th>
<th>DEVELOPMENT TRENDS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>In a part of a building</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Green roof “flowing” on the level 0" /></td>
<td>The change of green roofs’ design, creation of gardening on different marks for division of object levels into different functional zones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Frameworks on facades and in an internal contour of the building</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Frameworks on a facade and in an internal contour of the building" /></td>
<td>Possibility to organize by means of frameworks of different functional zones and compensating gardening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Wood Building</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Nature components in a front space of the building" /></td>
<td>Housing and recreation in a natural environment will demand revision of buildings and facades design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>The Green Bridge is the shelter of an engineering and transport object</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Communication between landscapes through a multipurpose hybrid object" /></td>
<td>Integration of an engineering transport object with an adjacent landscape, noise reduction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Comparing typological features to presented world projects, it is possible to tell with confidence about space hybridization and structures of buildings in Zaryadye park. Due to such integration we received an object with unique properties in historic center of Moscow. The architecture is solved in such a way that integrates green technologies of surfaces of roofs, facades with the organization of huge geoplacticity in a contour of buildings. The effect of huge architectural and green hills creates feeling of chamber space with extended transit and different specific points on heights. The most important thing is a new image of the city in its historic center as the place of attraction and meetings.

3 Results

Typological features of different types of hybrid architectural and landscape objects depending on a way of integration of natural components are presented in table 1. All groups have certain signs which Zaryadye park has also. First of all, the new signs set transformation of building surfaces with green technologies integration.

They treat technologies of sustainable territories development and can influence to change an esthetic and ecological situation in the historic city center. The absence of extra architectural spaces in the downtown can be compensated by use of a landscape as connecting fabric between hybrid objects. On the example of Zaryadya park it is possible to offer the following methods of formation of hybrid spaces in the historic city center.

To overcome the shortage of natural spaces in the central part of Moscow and change the ratio of the built-up to nature in favor of the nature, and also increase the level of comfort and environmental indicators of a particular place, there are the appropriate methods for quality improvements in an urban structure.

Method of economic feasibility (attractiveness) is to increase the green surfaces in buildings' structure in order to cover expenditures, change of image as well as industrial areas' social attractiveness for all kinds of activities.

Method of "flowing" surfaces is to select those materials and technologies that provide the modern trends of industrial areas renovation. The method is especially relevant in the central part of the city to provide "green" features of industrial architecture interior with the exterior of the building and adjacent area by means of landscaped surfaces.

The method of facades transformation suggests an increase in vertical and horizontal surfaces with green components and their coherence with other elements of a green framework and green infrastructure of the city. The central part key problem remains the
lack of roof gardening. Medium and low-rise buildings are preserved in city's historic center. The basic requirement of the green technology is to integrate the surface into the surrounding architectural landscape through the reconstruction of old buildings or the integration of new innovative buildings, considering area historicity, operation convenience and modern engineering directions. This will help to equip thousands of square meters of roof surfaces and to compensate the lack of outside architectural spaces in built-up area. The experience of Scandinavian colleagues illustrates the opportunities of landscaping, roof maintenance for harsh climate countries, all seasons surface decoration and city life quality improvement (Fig. 1).

![Fig. 1. Operated underground parking roof with easy care plants in the yard area of Hammar by Sjostad residential area in Stockholm, Sweden [photo by author].](image)

**The method of false-frames integration** is used for the reconstruction and restoration of historical and cultural heritage constructions to ensure the "life" of old constructions in new socio-economic and environmental conditions. The creation of false-facades is particularly relevant in reconstruction and restoration of historical and cultural heritage constructions. These technologies are extremely important for industrial areas renovation in the central historical part, and also provide new surfaces images in industrial architecture. For example, the dwelling reconstruction in Konstanz by compensatory vertical gardening, uniting the building with the environment. Such method is relevant to harsh climate countries, as Russia (Fig 2).

![Fig. 2. The dwelling reconstruction with the false facade for vertical gardening - Konstanz, Germany [photo by author].](image)
These technologies provide urban built-up environment with aesthetic indicators, enabling this part of the city to function as a "sustainable body" in the structure of the urban fabric, providing locally social and environmental stability in a particular place [4] (table 2).

Table 2. Methods of a town-planning improvement in the central part of the city

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method of economic feasibility (attractiveness)</th>
<th>Method of &quot;flowing&quot; surfaces</th>
<th>The method of facades transformation</th>
<th>The method of false-frames integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increasing of the green surfaces in buildings' structure from 50 to 80 percent in order to cover expenditures, change of image as well as industrial areas' social attractiveness for all kinds of activities</td>
<td>Inclined surfaces are especially urgent in the central part of the city for ensuring &quot;green&quot; communication of an interior of industrial architecture of the building exterior and the adjacent site with means of green surfaces</td>
<td>Increasing of vertical and horizontal surfaces with green components and their connectivity with other elements of a green framework and green infrastructure of the city</td>
<td>Using for the reconstruction and restoration of historical and cultural heritage constructions to ensure the &quot;life&quot; of old constructions in new socio-economic and environmental conditions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Method of "a barrier-free introduction" of nature components into the structure of architectural and landscape space

Zaryadye park – integration architecture and nature, technologies and landscape [photo by author]

Natural components are integrated into different levels of a hybrid object across and vertical Between architecture and landscape barrier-free functional communications depending on the provision of an object in the structure of city fabric are formed.

Method of "a barrier-free introduction" of nature components in structure of architectural and landscape space as Zaryadye park, opens to us in details that between architecture and landscape barrier-free functional communications depending on the provision of an object in structure of city fabric are formed.
4 Discussion

The modern directions of world design clearly demonstrate the interest of experts in multipurpose objects. In such object each planning element has the function and natural communications both in an object, and out of it. In typological structure of such complexes landscape communications, modern technologies and planning characteristics of territories are in a new way integrated.

It is also necessary to note that in new projects there is a shift of emphases on the vertical communications of planning elements with natural components in a contour of a multipurpose object. And the most import of the space between buildings gives way to structure of a landscape with the disappearing "visible borders" between the building and city fabric.

5 Conclusions

The presented examples and their comparison with Zaryadye park show the new opportunities of association of the building with environment as regarding of updating design, transformation of front space with use of innovative technologies for saving energy, and on collecting rain water. At the same time on typological characteristics hybrid objects develop as model with public and reactionary, engineering and public and also inhabited and recreational properties.

In the formation of the concept of a multipurpose architectural and landscape hybrid object the emphasis on social and cultural programming, different typology and building architecture, integration of the nature components by means of new design technologies in front and landscape space for the purpose of dressing and dissolution of object borders in the urban environment is placed.

The uniqueness of each realized hybrid space is the basic principles of its organization consists of the expansion of inclusion ideas of saving energy technologies in a designing process of buildings and a surrounding landscape when change of the principles of landscape planning is the main condition of increase in stability of the urban environment.

Multipurpose architectural and landscape objects have new "flexibility" in relation to the cities and artificially created landscapes. The world practice showed that they can be compactly integrated into the central parts of the large cities where is the deficiency of extra-architectural space, and in the structure of the former urbanized territories for their renovation and maintenance of image of "the green city" is observed [6].

In this regard the term "sustainable development" habitual to experts gains the new sense as the resilient city with the steady environment and hybrid multipurpose objects means resistance to aggressive external influences through integration of new technologies of architectural and landscape design.
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